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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
~he recent developments in harnessing electrical po-
wer have opened a new field in the improvement and betterment 
of the existing types of relays and the development of new ty-
pes. Thus about 1930 the manufacturers introduced the high 
speed circuit breaker with operating times of the order of 8 
cycles and the engineers awoke to the possibilities of high 
speed or one-cycle relays. 
Many developments took place since that time which 
gave us the improved forms of Instantaneous Overcurrent Prote-
ctive schemes, the Distance Relay Protection, the Carrier Cur-
rent Protection and many others. Later, because of the war ti-
me problems of increased loads and shortage of materials, it 
was often necessary to p~t heavy loads on existing transmission 
lines rather than buila new ones. 
When . transmission lines are heavily loaded it becomes 
very difficult to retain relay selectivity, because the cur-
rents and voltages which the relays measure Sll!e not suffici-
ently different to distinguish between faults and power oscil-
lations, it is necessary to include in the system different 
auxiliary relays which check the rate of change of the impedan-
ce. As f~ as these relays now are concerned they add comp- . 
. - 1 
- 2 -
lexity to the system and :furthermore they cann not distin-
guish between power oscillations, during which they must 
not trip and out-o:r-step conditions during which their Urip-
ping might be desired. 
The relay performances und ( r such power swings 
and out-of-step conditions will be discussed and as a g~d 
starting point, t¥e impedance seen by these relays and the 
loci of the impedances will be taken up :first. 
Assumptions . • 
I M P E D A N C E 
D I A G R A M 8 
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~. The system is represented by two equivqient sync-
hronous machines with balanced generated voltages, EA and E!, 
~ 
and connected by a symmetrical, three-phase linear network 
with equal positive- and negative-sequence impedances. 
2. Phase distance relays are actuated by line-to-line 
voltages and the corresponding delta currents. 
3. The synchronous machines have the same impedance 
in the direct and quadrature axes. 
4. The loads - if any - are represented linearly. 
5. The initial transients ( d-e and natural frequency 
components ) and effects of saliency in the synchronous m~ 
chines during power oscillations will be neglected. 
6. The voltages behind the internal impeda.nces of the 
two equiv~ent synchronous machines will be constant. 
According to these assumptions, there will be no 
generated harmonics because of saturation or non-linear ef-
fects, or from uneQJ.al impedances in the two axes of rotati-
on of the two synchronous machines. Also the initial transi-
ents will be short in duration because of the high B/X ratio. 
Similarly the -voltages EA ANDEs will be constant sinusoidal 
voltages of fundamental frequency behind a single internal 




Under the above made assump tions, to determine the 
system i mp edance during symmetrical system conditions, or du-
ring line-to-line faults only the positive-sequence diagram 
is used. However, in considering such cases where the ground 
is involved, the zero-sequence impedance, Zo, as it is seen 
from the fault, is required. Also in the case of open conduc-
tor faults, the impedance z0 offered to a series voltage ap-
lied in the zero-sequence network at the opening, must be de-
termined. 
.. 
The system to be discussed herein is shown in Fig.L 
As it can be seen from the figure, the system may be represen-
ted by two equiv~ent T-networks, maintaining the identity of 
the point R where the relay is located, or it can also be r&-
presented by two networks expressed by their A B C D cons-
tants. In case of fault, the identity of the fault point has 
to be maintained also, as in ~g. lc. 
If there is no load on the system and the capacitan-
ce of the linew is negligible, the system can be represented 
as shown in Fig.2. In this figure the discrimination between 
the oases (a~ and (b) is emphasized, where the fault is befoP ~ 
or after the relay considering the direction of the current 
flow as from A to B. 
- 5-
--=G.-e_n ...... e;.-.r_a_...l;.__C._::L_· r__;..cu_i.-..t__._C_,_o_n __ s __ t--a_-n_t;.,;;s~: 
Considering now the positive-sequence diagram of 
Fig. lb, and using the general circuit constants as shown, 
the impedance seen by the relay at R will be : 
:ZA.: ER J:A 
and EA= EARl + J:R B , 
Ea • E R J>z. - l: R B :a. 





ER.B2 ..... Es 8 , 
ER tJ"l..- E8 R, 
EA B3. + E 8 B , 
R , 'B~ + D.1. B , 
EA D~ EaR, 
A1 B~ + D.1. B , 
E R 82. + Ee B , 
E A D2. - EaR, 
in terms of EA/EB : 
E11 B~ E8 B, 




















-= K FJ, 
- I i!~ i ~ 
:" l ZAl I L!!L 
: I Z':IJ l.!_y_ 





and substituting these values in the relation for ZR : 
I- EA K 
Ea 
(18) 
Z 1-:z I J I) l ~~I I 
19!J 
or, R:. ~. t.:::L. .- I E~ JL!!_ 
/- -K 'f 
. Ee 
(13) 
whwrw c; =f. B., and J is the angle between the generated vol-
tages of the two stations. 
_...;:Sp~e;;...;c:;.,;i;.;:al;;.;;;;....;:N-..e._t .... w....;o;;...;r;.;..;k __ b_e.;;.....;;...tw_e~e--n-.;;._=-S..,;.t.-.a..,;.t~i..,;.o.;;.;;n;.::s;-.,. _(..;;;.F...;;;i~g~._...;;;l:..;::a~)~: 
Considex the network between the two stations A 
and B, as shown in Fig. la, with the following not~tions : 
Notations : For the following discussion it has been proven 
useful to use the driving point and transfer impedances as 
li eted below : . 
where ER is the voltage applied to point 
R with the terminal. s at points A and B 
shortcirouited, and I is the overall cu~ 
rent entering the network at the. point R, 





LRR. -8 = 
It:t-
~riving point impedance, component of ZRR 
in the direction of p • 
driving point impedanc~, comp onent of ZRR 
in the d1 rection of q • 
transfer impedance 
transfer impedance 
Using these driving point and transfer imp-edances the impe-
dance seen by the relay , ZR t in figure la, in terms of 
EA/EB is given below, derived in a similar manner as t~ 
one with the genera1 circuit constants. 
(14) 
• 8 • 
Thus letting : 
Z"- • ~R~-Q =/ ~~ /sa. {15) 
~.l =~AR-e = / ~i-/ / fla (16) 
Z. ~:. Z~c. ~ ':t~ = ~ RR-~ + :i'QQ- e. = /.7y J / dv : ( 17) 
K = :i'RQ-A • ~ 8R 
~RR • ~AA.-8 






As it is seen the form of ZR· .. as derived for this network 
is the same as the one derived with the general circuit con-
stants. (Eq. 12 and 13). The only difference being in the 
expressi.ons for Zx, Zy, Zz and K, which of course are the 
same for the same network under consideration. 
Unsymmetrical Faults 
It is known that a phase distance relay, operating 
on line-to-line voltage and the corresponding delta current, 
will see the same impedaaoe on three-phase, line-to-line and 
- 9-
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double-line-to-ground faults in a symmetrical three-phase 
system with equal positive- and negative-sequence impedances 
provided the the fault involves the phases to which the re-
lay is connected. Accordingly the three impedances are : 
zc..b - v c:..b :rb- J:'c. 
z4C 
VQc. 
- r c. - I(\ 








whereAV and I in the above equations are the phase voltages 
and the line currents respectively at the point R and their 
respective phases a, b and o. The table below gives the va-
lues for Zx, Zy, Zz, and K for a line-to-line fault between 
phases b and o . A similar table can be set up for every kind 
of fault and also, as it is shown in the table below, for 
both oases where the fault is after or before the point R, 
with the assumed current direction. 
ll =,=,._= · _____, 
h Z:t Zz Fi6 . . 
~-
~b== z~ 
2a Zqc. 2,. Z.+.J 
Zba ZR ~-t* 
l~cb•-~ 
' 2b .Z.c.. KZ~•la ~c 













I • . ... s ! ... d --....... ;;:~--...~'"' ~ !; I 3 ( -811 + .e. ,FJ,) ~ 
I . 'J! ~ ~ .... J -~:r _;~-:;:·--·-"';; ..., . • --..i.~...:\.;~~!!1 
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Construction of the Impedance Charts 
In the case of norm~ operation or operation with 
three-phase symmetrical faults present, the i:npedance c seen 
by the relay located at R is identical in each phase and th~ 
refore the construction of only one charican be satisfactory 
to show the magnitude and angle of the impedance as seen by 
the relay. However, during operation under asymmetrical fauits 
it is necessary, because the impedance seen by each relay is 
now different, to construct more than one chart ;- . Neverthe-
less the procedure in constructing these impedance charts is 
identica:tjand in the case of asymmetrical faulte similar charts 
have to be built for each impedance value. 
-· 
For a system Which under power oscillations can be 
replaced by a two-machines-one-line system, the procedure in 
constructing the impedance charts is as follows 
1. Draw the positive-sequence diagram of the system 
with all lines (shunt capacitances if the lines are long) and 
with all the loads $if any). 
2. Reduce the network to its simplest form maintaining 
the identities of the following points : the two points where 
the internal generated voltages are applied to the system ; 
the location of the relay R and the location of the fault • 
.. 
3. From the positive-sequence diagram and from the type 
of fault (if any) calculate the impedances Zx, Zy, and Zz and 
- 1 2 -
-the con s tant K. (These relations are given in the p revious 
p a g es for t h e cases of Fig.(la)and(lb), and for t h e operation 
under fault for Fig.(2a)and(2b).) 
4. Having assumed the direction of t h e. current from 
station A to Station B as positive, and with t h e use of Eq.(l2~ 
we have 
\'llhe~. EA = 0 
and when EB = 0 
then ZR = ~~ - 7y = Z~ -z"- -2~ 
= - za.. 
Hence on a reference set of coordinate axes place the vectors 
-Zx and Zz which will represent the poimts A and B ree-
pectively, and from the definition of the vector Zy, the line 
AB will represent the vector Zy. The ori gin of the coordinate 
axes rep re~ents the position of the location R of the relay. 
5. Draw thw line AB and extend it on both sides. As it 
is explained above ~e length of t h e line AB corre sponds to 
j Zy/ and its slope 1 s tlt'e arcus of Zy namely By. Determine 
the midpoint et AB. Draw the perpendicular to AB a t its mid-
p oint K. The extended line AB is now the locu s of the centers 
of the circles for constant values of EA/ EB, whereas the line 
GKH perp endicular to AB at M is the locus of the centers of 
the arcs for constant values of the an gle 
l{> where Cf = d +- ~t<. 
d or the angle 
6. Calculate the value of JEAK/~ j for ant assumed va-
13-
1ue ?f,EA/EBjwhere EA and EB are the in~e~nal voltages behind 
the transient reactances of each source respectively., t. . , They 
qan be calculated for any ~ecified operating condition of the 
system. Hence EA and EB will not chang e unQer system osccil-
lations, and thus only one circle is needed. To locate now the 
center of this circle and its radius Starting from the deri-
ved general equation for ZR in terms of Zx, Zy, Zz, and K 
and letting } ~: I : I ~I and 
the relation becomes : 
Jz~J ~ 
I E~= I fr 
cr: d+t9f<.= 
(13) 
"i - I 'i , I I ()J - I L:d L!!:L =- 1-z ~ 1 I 8 ! - 11
2
y 1 . L!:L ( 24) 
R ... l I - I I I so 0 
. 
.. . ( 25) 
Either one of these equ~ions locqt~ the point M as the mid-
point of AB. 
Now considering the general relation for ZR (Eq. 13) it can 
be seen that the first two terms are constant i~edances. 
The second term involves EA/ EB and other constants. In an 
article on "Performance requirements for relays on unusually 
1J.f. 1-~vJ •/-1/.~ .cw#•'l"'-' v~c.fo.,.. 
long transmission line·s" • it is shown t~at J\y:. i mpedance;1in 
the above form is the equation of a circle for any constant 
• ''Performance requirements for relays on unueut~lly long tran&-
mission lines" F. C. Poage, C. A. ~treifus, D. M. McGregor, E. E. Georg e, 
Ai lE Transactions, Vol 62, 1943, PP•275-283 
value of I ~: J when Cf varies from oo to 360°. In the abo-
ve mentioned article the value for "r" and non the radius 
and center of the circle with respect to the origin are gi-
ven as : 
r - ( 26) 
c :: ;zi - ( 27) 
The relation expressing 11 0" can be given in a somewhat dif-
ferent form : 
c.= 2~ :iy ~'I ~~ 2.. + T- 1-1~: I 
= (~~- ~) + ~y [;-1 ~: la_ 2 ] 
1 2 [1- IE:: I'"] 
I £ 4 1( 12. +I 
. c = c~i- ~;) + zy.. &s ( 28) . . 2- IE~= 11__ I 
(14) 
where the term in parentheses is none other than the impedan-
ce of the point M midpoint of AB. Since M is a well known 
point the following exp.ression gi vee the distance MC along 
AB or its extension in the direction of MB. · 
___. __.. ----
MC = C a M 
--.. 
.:. M C. = I E4kl .f:i _ 2") + zy. 7fi +I 






2 IE;: r-- I ( 29) 
I McJ = ~~y I J E;akf'"+ J - . 2 
' Ell I< r- , Es 
and ( 30) 
Now knowing the distance MO and the radius of the circle for 
.... 
a particular value of EA/EB' the circle is determined. Also 
as a matter of convenience the point X where the circle in-
tersects the line AB can be calculated by : 
( 31) 
Hence, draw the circle with center at C and with radius r 
intersecting the line AB at X, for a specified value of the 
voltage ratio E.JEB • For the special case where/ :: K I :1.0 
the circle becomes a straight line perpendicular to AB ayM, 
namely the line GMH. Thi,s line at the .same time happens to 
be the locus of the centers of the circles for constant an-
gles J ( the angle between the t wo stations) or tf where 
'f = d ... 6}1( 
- 16-
7. For any assumed value of J calculate 'f::: J"+ 6ll< 
where @~ is the angle of the vector constant K and it may be 
either positive or negative. Considering now the general re-
lation for ZR ; 
::. z - 'Z}J 
i 1- ~:, I( 
Es 
(12) 









1/D . . 
I 
:i'.; ~y 
I E11 1< /-
:iy Es 
I 
E11 I< I I 




e'~ !!_ . _ , _ 
Es XJI 
]) = _ 1 & -I ERI< I·-'- ft~- BI(-8.)1 (32) 
/. :iyJ Ea I 1yJ 
In this equation D is an admittance and Zy, Sy, K and 9z are 
all constants determined by the system conditions. Thus for 
one constant value of J the relation for D becomes a atr&-
ight line where EAfEB is the independent variable. The li-
ne intersects the D-axis at J;yJ ~ and has a slope of !Btf-(cr-~} 
From the analytic geometry it is known that the reciprocal of 
a l .ine, extending to infinity on both sides, is a circle pas-
- 17-
sing through ·· the· origin ; and in. the special case of the re-
.... 
ciprocal of -a straight line through the origin, the result is 
a circle of infinite radius, or a straightline • EA/EB is al-
ways a positive ratio and as 1~ varies from 0 to oo only in 
one direction, the straight line representing the admittance 
D for a constant value of S , extends to infinity only in one 
direction. Hence its reciprocal 1/D wiU.not be a whole circle 
but an arc of circle. Now the addition of the first termlzzl~ 
will shift the center of the circle, but it will not change 
its radius. Therefore these equations in the form of the re-
latmon for ZR represant arcs of circles for any constant va-
lue of $ and as EA/EB varies from 0 to oc::t • It must al-
so be kept in mind that the line perpendicular vto AB at its 
midpoint, GMH, is the circle with radius infinity, correspon-
ding to J',AK/EB:: L.O and also it is ·the locus of the centers 
of the circles for constant $ . Therefore to find the point 
x•, where these constant-S-circles intersect the line GMH, 
with respect to the origin • . 
1- I /..!e. 
: ;l - ~~ I ~ 1- c~ C, -J ,, . ., C, 
; i ~ 1-Co.Jc;--r,j.tl..,~ 
~ - y ( 1- toJ tf)\. -t- .Ji""lfP 
:. 2 - "iy [ ,_ t•.t c, + • .S itt r, ] 
i 2 I -CAJ'f J 1 - G..,f' 
•(:':i~ _ iy ' _ i .:!:t_ . I ~ ~ ") 0 ;z. tf, !t. 
. 2. 
- 18-
""fherefo re x,- (z --~")- -=-l_z'J:...!I~/=s=~ -=9=D=-· 
- ~ .l. . 2 t~.~.., ~ 
'3. 
( 33) 
where the term in parentheses locates the point M and the o-
ther term the vector position of MX• • Hence the distance MX' 
can be expressed as the absolute value of this vector : 
IM x'J ~ I ~oJI 
2. 
( 34) 
Thus IMx•f is positive for o·~ 'f < leo• and negative for 180.< 
C,. <: 360•. As it can be seen the an gles AX' M and BX' M are equ-
al to ~ and therefore the ·angle at the center, namely AC'B 
2. 
will be equal to 'f, and · consequently the distance MC' can be 
stated as . • 
1M c'/ = I1YI c..:.t q 
2 .- (35) 
When the cot e, is positive 0' lies on MH and when the cotlf 
is negative the center 0' lies on MG. 
The radius of the circle AC• or BC' • Therefore : 
r • = / MC 11 ... MB ... 





.a f,. ( d T fJf<. 
.2 
(36) 
Thus the circles for constant angle J are determmned by the 
positions of the points X' , o• , and the radius r'. It is 
evident that for ~ = 180° the radius r' is infinite and the 
· oiroles develop into the straight line AB . ; for Cf = 0° the 
circle is the ·line from B to infinity and for 1= ·3600 , the 
1 ine from infinity to A; for cr = 90° 0 r 2 70° the circle is 
drawn with center as M since MC' is zero. (Fig. 4.) 
- 19-
8. The impedance chart thus drawn for one or more va-
lues of EAK/EB and for one or more constant- $ -circle, the 
impedance seen by the relay at R during power oscillations 
for any assumed value of EA/EB can be determined by the in-
tersection of the EA/EB circles with the constant-S-arcs. 
A schematic representation ocr this chart is shown in fig.4 
based on 8he theoretical discussion above. 
General Impedance Chart · --~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-'
Because of the need of constructing one impedance 
chart for everyimpedance seen by each relay in a system under 
discussion, and aJ. so because of the length of the process, the 
general impedance chart has been suggested by A.J. MacConnell 
and constructed. 
This general impedance chart is constructed once and 
each system impedance chart is superimposed on it to read the 
value of the impedance seen by the relay. Such a chart is shown 
in Figure -· The line AB is determining the scale taking into 
consideratmon that it is -equal in length to Zy as I.O peru-
nit of base impedance. The horizontal line perpendicular to AB 
at its midpoint is the locus of the centers of the circles for 
constant 'f while AB (extended) is the locus of the centers 
of the circles for constant voltage ratio EA/EB. It must be 
kept in mind thsin this chart the coordinate axes and conee-
Zx ::.lz~J ~ 
z'J = Jz~/& 
ZL:: I ZJ/_§_ 




















F1 ~. 4. 
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quently the origin are not present. 
To use the chart one must proceed .as follows: 
1. On a separate,transparent, rectangular erose-section 
paperdraw a set of arbitrary coordina:te axes. Assume a impedan-
ce ( base impedance) equal to lzyf and express all other impe-
dances ( i.e. Zx and Zz ) in terms of per unit of base impedan-
ce. Plot these impedances thus determining the points A and B 
so that the distance AB on this tran~arent paper is equal to 
the distance AB on the general impedance chart. 
2. Superimpose the transparent paper on the gene-ral im-
pedance chart so that the respective points A and B coincide. 
Trace the circles for constant voltage ratio EAX/EB and the 
arcs for constant & . However, c~re must be taken in labeling 
these circles and arcs, since the circles on the general impe-
dance chart are for I XI= 1. 0 and for ek = oo. If in the case 
under consideration I Kf =j&.l. 0 and ek:p. oo then the constant-
voltage-ratio-circles must relabeled in terms of JEA/EBJ ~y 
dividing the values given on the chart by /XI ; the constant-
angle-arcs must be relabeled in terms of r by subtracting the 
value of ek from each value of Cp given on the chart. 
R E L A Y B E H A V I 0 U R 
UN DE R 
SYSTE M 0 S C I L L A T I 0 N 8 
- 23 -
From the work discussed in the previous part, it 
has been shown that during power system oscillations, with 
or without fault on the system, the i mpedance seen by a re-
lay connected in a two-machine-one-line system, where the 
current from the source A to the source B flows only through 
the rel~~, is a function of the ratio of the two internal 
generated voltages and also a function of the angle by which 
one station leads the other. It was also shown that the in-
ternal generated voltages, •A and EB ,Dehind the transient 
reactances, for some cases could be considered as remaining 
constant, thus making ZR a function of the angle a only. 
Hence ZR being a variable during power oscillations (va-
riaole Ji) the relay visualizes the fault as traveling along 
the line in one direction or the other. 
The way different relays behave under these circum-
stances will be discussed partly in t h is part, and first the 
operation of the Impedance or Distance type relay with its 
modifications ( Reactance and Mho-type Relays ) will bl in-
vestigated. 
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Operation of Impedance Relays 
In general,Impedance Relays are of two general ty-
p ·es ; the first consists of a co mbination of elements in which 
the time of operation is proportional with the distance fro m 
the relay to the fault ; the second consists of a combination 
of elements which balance the voltage against the current to 
pro\Ude a definite cut-off point in distance measurements. 
Th~perating characteristics of an impedance element 
of a relay are demonstrated in fig.6. Assuming that the type 
of relay used at the point R has a stepped like characteristic, 
the steps '·.of this characteristic are adjusted as ·follows ; 
-X 
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The first element is adjusted to cover 90% of the protected 
line section, the second element reaches to about 50% of the 
next ·adjoining line and the third element to about 25% of the 
third line section. (Fig.7). 
However since - as it · is presented - the relay R has to trip 
for faults only within the line section from R towards B, a 
directional element i e added to it. The internal angle 'f'i"t-
of this power directional relay is adjusted eo that it gives 
maximum torque at the most favorable position although the 
oper~ion of the relay depends primarily on the impedance mea-
suring elements. 
In Fig. 6 such an impedancerelay is shown which pro-
tects 90% of the line section ON , ( Z1 is 90% of z0 N). Con-
sidering the arc drop { purely resistive ) the relay is most 
probably to be encountered with impedances in the horizontal-
ly shaded area, and it does. not operate at all for impedances 
outside the impedance circle. 
In the impedance charts the origin was sim~lating 
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the position of the relay R. Now if, with the same scale, the 
characteristic curve ( Fig. 6 ) is sup erimposed on the i mpe-
dance chart and the constant-voltag e -ratio circles and the 
constant-angle-arcs are drawn, it becomes very clear to see 
for Which angles cr the rela.y is apt to operate and for Which 
~glee it is not. It will be noted that the point of $::.180° 
will coincide on the line ON • This point is frequently ref-
ferred to as the electrical center of t h e ~stem. (Fig. 8) 
§~ >·J.D E . 
""B 
-X 
Hence the impedance seen by the relay will be the vector from 
the origin to the intersection p6int of the constant-voltage-
ratio circle and the constant-angle arcs. As it can be seen 
from the above diagram the angle q. or ~ has to increase 
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to a value near 180° to cau~e the relay to operate. 
As an alternate method of actually calculating the 
impedance seen at the po .int R during power oscillations, will 
be the following • 
• 
Let ER be the vol~age appearing at the point R and 
IR be the current flowing through the relay. Then for a sys-
tem with constant X/R ratio throughout and for the special 
case where EA = Ea the followin g relations can be eetabli-
shed~ ( 37) 
where zt is the total system impedance. By inspection from 
Fig.· 9 : 
-
IR ~E~~ . d (38) Therefore - ,JIIi't -2' .2. 
Also ER C44p - E A CAI.S d ( 39) :a. 
ER Airtp : EH.•i" f.(J-2,) (40) 
where •n• is the per unit impedance constant. 
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Squaring both sides of Eq. (39) and Eq. (40) and adding 
therefore (41) 
To find now the phase angle £41 between Ea_ and IR 
from Fig. 9 : 
tJ = ( 1o"- t9) + f 
and from inspection : 
therefore 
hence F -
Substitutincj this value of p into Eq. (42) : 
. 
. . 






The operation of an impedance relay according to the above 
derived equation, during one complete cycle, is illustrated 
in fig. 10 • In this figure . Za is expressed in terms of 
percent of the the totql impedance z•. 
" 





~ele~y .a q/ ,·..,tu-mt.lf/ lc 
~ .,&. ., '"'' -r,·(J,., 
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The reactance principle, as applied to reactance 
relays, measures the component of the voltage 90° out of pha-
..s..-b1 .. ~ f-
ee with the current • However the principle isAto incorrect 
operation at unity power factor loads and thus a fault detec-
tor element must be used to prevent operation under this con-
dition. This results in the necessity of an extra element in 
the relay. 
The reactance relay measures the reactance,as seen 
at the point R where the relay is located, by comparing the 
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current with the 90°-out-of-phase-component of the voltage. 
Hence, 
(46) 
Also in connection with the above, since this element responds 
only to lagging current in a given direction, consequently it 
is always used in connection with a directional element which 
prevenjs tripping except when a fault in the proper direction 
is indicated. The operating characteristics of such a relay 
are illustrated ·in Fig. 11, where a certain amount af arc re-




The relay is adjusted to operate up to a value x1 correspon-
ding to a metallic fault located at 90% of the protected 
line length. 
As in Fig. 8, the operating characteristics Shown 
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- in Fig. 11. can be superimposed ( with the proper R- and X-
scales ) on the impedance chart, and the constant-voltage-- ra-
tio circles and the constant-angle-arcs may be drawn. Then by 
inspection of Fig. 11 we can see that the relay will trip with-
in a much larger range in variations of the angle ~than the 
si~le impedance relay. This range may be partially redueed 
with the use of either blinder relays or by adjusting the an-
gle <fh,t' of the power directional element. 
In order to determine completely the appearance of 
an oscillation to a reactance relay, the following procedure 
may be followed : 









E R ~'.) ~ .:: E A- ~ f 





Substituting 6q. (50) and Eq. (51) in Eq. (49) : 
xR = _ ~: [c'-'-"')si.,f ..... e ... C~Hf~·~ csz,) 
But from Eq- (38); 
Therefore 
Equation (53),when plotted in terms of the angle ~~versus 
the angle J' it takes the form as shown in Fig. 12. 
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The positive sign is to be used for the·relays facing the line 
in the assumed current direction from A to B and the negative 
sign to be used for the relays facing in the opposite direo-












Operation of the Mho-Type Relays 
The Mho characteristic ( Fig. 13c ) is suited ide-
qlly for pEotecting long heavily loaded lines, because it is 
much less likely to trip ,on power oscillations than the con-
ventional impedance (Fig. 13a) or Reactance (Fig. l3b) relays. 
(c) 
Another desirable feature is that a relay for phase 
faults should operate only on faults involving the pair of · 
phases with which the relay is associated. All other faults 
or system conditions should not affect the operation of t h e 
relay. As it can be seen from the figures l3a and 13b, the 
large tripping area of the impedance characteristics of the 
impedance and reactance relays shows that these rela.ys are 
susceptible to power oscillations and faults in other phases 
(as shown by the asterisks)~ whereas the tight fitting of the 
Mho-circle (Fig. 13c) around the fault area indicates that 
the Mho-type relay effectively prevents tripping for power oe-
cillations and for any faults except those for which the re-
- ley is set to operate • Furthermore the operating region of 
the Mho-type relay can be improved by means of "blinders" 
which restrict the operating region around only the fault 
area. 
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It was seen in the previous parts that by means of 
the impedance charts superimposed ~ the relay characteris-
tics, it is possible to determine whether a relay will ope-
rate during a power ewing condition>and also bet een which 
limits the impedance/seen.by the relay,will fall into the o-
perating region of the relay characteristic. For t h is, using 
an appropriate scale superimpose the relay operation charao-
teristic upon the impedance chart drawn for the particular 
system under consideration. The origin, as before, represents 
the position along the line of the location R of the relay, 
and the points A and B,the two sources at .each end of the 
line respectively. (Fig. 14). The line OD represents the li-
ne section which is to be protected by the relay at R. The 
vector quantity OA represents the impedance of the network 
from the point R towards the source A and the vector DB the 
system impedance beyond the terminal D. Having now transposed 
from the chart the constant-voltage-ratio circles and the 
constant-angle arcs, by inspection of Fig. 149 it can be seen 
that the relay is susceptible to operat_e for values of impe-
dances between the points and pt 1 or between P 2 m1d Pa depending on the constant-voltage-ratio circle that it 
is being operated. Thfngle J. or $1 can be read direo-
+X 
tly from the intersection points of the constant-angle arcs 
with the constant-voltage-ratio circles or graphically by 
measuring the angles BP1A and BPiA· 
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From the discussion of the impedance, reactance and 
Mho-type relays it can be seen tbat the mho-type relay gives 
the beet operation under power oscillations and also the pos-
sibility of preventing the tripping for faults outside the 
fault area , by means or' "blinder" relays. 
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Torgue and Impedance Relations 
The characteristic of any ohmic relay on an impe-
dance diagram is a circle. This is because the torque from 
any form of electromagnetic drive is proportional to t h e 
square of the flux or to the product of two fluxes, which 
fluxes in turn are proportional to the currents and voltages. 
Henc~he torque of a relay, having current and voltage coils 
must therefore be of the following form : 
. 
where ER and IR are the voltage and current values at the 
relay location R; fhe values K, K1 , and K2 are the windin~ 
constants ; W is the phase angle of the protected circuit 
and CftV\t the angle of the relay characteristic •. At the ba-
lance point of the relay the torque is zero, thus : 
In this equation the variables are ER and IR_ " However 
these can b~ substituted by another variable namely the im-
pedance ZR which is none other than the i mpedance seen by 
the relay. For that divide both sides of the Eq.(55) by K1I~: 
(56) 
-Substituting ER/IR for ZR in Eq (56) 
Now let ~- ul 
1<. - I'\. 
therefore Eq.(57) becomes 




Separating the variables and oonstants and adding the cons-
tant value of (•ht<:)'to both sides of the Eq. (58) : 
~~ - ~~ U)l) (,., -'ft.,.t) + { I , )1.. = J< I.!__!__) ::. I_,_ 41<'~.' 








.:a 1<,, (59) 
(60) 
(61) 
This is the equation of a circle with center at c a ~ 
~ 1<'. 
from the origin at an angle Cf.iMt' from the reference vector 
R and of radlhus J 1 <~-4 ~'It'/ (Fig. 15). Since now "o" and 11 r" 
.2. 1<', 
are both functions of the relay constants K, K1 , and K2 , by 
adjusting properly these constants different relay characte-





1. Impedance relay : 
In the general impedance relation (Eq. 61) letting 
Xa = 0 makes c:: 0 am.d r =Jii: 
Therefore -z~z .. r1. (62) 
or 
e,_ K' K (63) c:a -
-
--,:"-IA t<', 
This condition can be achieved by adjusting the winding cons-
tants X and K1 of the current and voltage coils respective-
ly. 
2. Reactance, Directional and Blinder Relays • . 
In the general equilibrium equation (55) let x1=o 
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'rherefore ( 64) 
or 
I 
K + :i-A Cod$ ( w- Cfi-.'t) = o (65) 
This equation (65) in the impedance diag ram is represented 
by a circle of infinfte radius with center at infinity, sin-
I" 
ce c = o- and r :00 
N'e14Q~ Operoting 
-'Rfl.gion 
• (Fig. 16). 
By inspection of the equation offhis line (iq.65) the distan~e 
from the line to the origin is equal to x• and the ~ope is 
--('1D0 -tflwt) • Now Cf1.,.t and K' are both adjustable quantities 
and itAZre adjusted under the following conditions dif f erent 
relay characteristics may be obtained. 
I. When . 0 Cf; .. t = 90 
the relay becomes a reactance relay the operating limit of 
which can be set by adjusting the constants K and x1 , i.e. 
the winding constants of the current and veltage coils ree-
p.eotively. 
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II. When K'.a::: 0 
The relay under this condition becomes a directional relay 
.(the line pas~es through the origin) and the maximum torque 
line may be varied by adjusting the internal angle ~l"t"' · 
II I. When K' and Cft"t are adjusted .to a predetermined set 
of values according to the needs of the operating conditione 
of the system, the rela.y may be used as a "blinder" relay the 
functions of which aee well known. 
3. Mho-Type Relay 
The relay becomes a Mho-type relay when the cons-
tant X in the general equilibrium equation, (Eq. 55), beco-
mes negligible or zero. Hence the general equilibrium equa-
tion becomes : 
or in terms of the impedance 
(67) 
This equation ~pre.s~--t:s ~ a circle with the only difference 
that it passes thfough the origin • The reason for that 
being : (Fig. 1 7) • 
c - ,.. = I I 1(,_ 
-- ·-
(68) 
2 f< , 
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To vary therefore the range of the relay and its inclination 
the windings constants K1 and K2 and the internal angle 
of the relay ( Cf &~0 have to be adjusted for each system un-
der consideration. 
+R 




RELAY B E H A V I 0 U R 
UNDER 
OUT-OF-STEP CONDITIONS 
In this part the conditions present when two syn-
chronous machines fall out of step will be investigated. For 
this case two synchronous machines, a generator and a motor 
connected by a single transmission line are to be used as a 
general example of a simple system. 
From the previous dieauesione it was ahown that 
when two machines A and B are connected together and a direo-
tion of power is assumed, say from A to B, the machine recei-
ving power, when loaded has its poles retarding whilst the 
generator poles (machine A) advan-ce ; the angular difference 
between the two machines is a measure of the power transfer. 
This angular difference produees a current flow which tends 
to keep the two machines in step. Fig. 18 shows in a series 
of diagrams what happens when the angular difference between 
the two machines is increasing until the ·_motor is definitely 
out of step with the generator Sild until the meter comes back 
into step after one revolution, that is after it has slipped 
two poles. In Fig. 18a it can be seen that when the motor· 
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.which induces an interchange of current between the two machi-
nes is EA - EB • Fig. l8b shows the two generated voltages 
180° out of phase thus presenting a maximum resultant voltage. 
As the motor continues to lag more and more behind the genera-
tor, it comes back into step with the next pole , as shown in 
Fig. l8c. The 0onditions existing in the system will determine 
whether the motor wi~l slip another pair of poles in the same 
manner. By inspecting Fig. 18d it can be seen that the resul-
tant voltage increases from zero, when the . two machines are e-
xactly in step, to a maximum when the machines are totally out 
of step and decreases back to zero when the second machine 
"l. 
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continues lagging behind the generator. The locus traced by 
the base of the resultant voltage vector is a circle. The 
proof of this will be given later. As it will be observed the 
shift in phase angle of this resultant voltage vector does 
not go through a 360° cycle but only through lBOo. Also at 
the start and the finish the resultant voltage magnitude is 
zero. 
The behaviour of the current is the same as that of 
the resultant voltage with the only difference that the cur-
rent lags the voltage by an angle W which i e the power fac-
tor angle of the system under consideration. In discussing 
system where the resistive component of the line can be assu-
med as negligible, the pow~r factor angle ~ is goo and the 
current lags the ~ltage by goo .(F.g. 18e). However although 
there are some generators where the short circuit current is 
allowed to lag as much as 88° this condition can not exist ve-
ry often in practice. Consequently the current lags the volta~ 
ge by angle AT , less than goo which is determined by the im-
P edan ce of the system. (Fig. 18f). 
Fig. lBg shows the combined diagram of the two loci 
of voltage and current. By inspection it can be seen that for 
every pair of arbitrary points along the loci the angle bet-
ween respective vectors of the voltage and the current remains 
the same. 
In order to get a clearer idea of the conditions 
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-present in a two-machine-one-line system the following can be 
done: 
The resultant voltage and current vectors can be separated in-
to two vector components 
tor. Hence • 
• 
a fixed vector and a rotating veo-
(69) 
( 70) 
where EF and IF are fixed quantities and ~ and IR a re 
the rotating vectors. The two current conponents are evalua-
ted from : 
IF = EJII. ~, ( 71) 




If the voltages and currents a-s shown in F1g. 18g are broken 
into their respective fixed and rotating components the ef-
fects of having equal or unequal excitations may be emphasi-
zed. (Fig. 19). In Fig. 19b the generator and motor voltages 
have been laid out with their corresponding values of the cur-
rents as evaluated from equation (71) and(72). In the case 
of Fig. l9b the locus of the current does not go through the 
zero point thus provi~g that when the machines are in step, 
the machine with greater field st~ength (in this case the mo-
tor or machine B) supplies a constant magnetizing current to 
the other machine. This also emphasized in Fig. 19c where the 
generating station A has a greater field strength than the 
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-~tation B. Consequently vector ER is smaller than the fixed 
vector EF .Such conditions as shown in figures (19b) and (~9c) 




Summarising the system conditions as shown ib figu-
res (18) and (19) • 
• 
1. The current flow between the two machines is not a 
sinusoidal pulsation but varies, through 180° , from zero to 
a maximum and back to zero. 
2. The resultant voltage of the two machines, similar-
ly_ with the current variations, varies from zero to a maximum 
and back to zero through only 180°. 
· 3. Using geometric principles, these varying quantities, 
namel~ the resultant voltage and the current flow, oan be 'r• -
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-·solved into two components ; a fixed and a rotating component, 
the fixed current component dep ending on the fixed voltag e com-
ponent, and the rotating component likewise depending on the 
rotating voltage component. 
4. The an gle between the currents and their respective 
voltages is always the same, being determined by the power 
factor of the existing system. In the case where the resia-
tance is negligible the angle ~ is go0 and the currents 
lag their respective voltages by go0 • 
5. A variation in the field streng th of either machine 
affects the magnitude of the fixed or the rotating vectors 
thus creating current pulsations and consequently power sur-
gee. 
Two - Machine - one - Line System 
nYring the previous di:scussion it- was pointed out 
that the voltages EA and EB are, the voltages behind the 
transient reactances of the machines, · in other words the in~ 
t~nal generated voltages. Consequently t h ese voltag es are 
different,from the terminal voltages of each machine, both 
i~magnitude and direction. Keeping this in mind, the fixed 
and rotating components of the voltages can be represented 
(Fig. 20) in the form of a spa-ce diagram. In this series of 
diagrams the total distance between the two machines is as-
sumed as S :- 1 and different cases of· excitations are em-
Sf~ ---- -- - ~1~----------S-=r------- -~r~- ---- ---~~EJJ 
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_phasized. In Fig. 20a the two machines are illustrated as ha-
ving equal excitations and carrying no load. Hence the voltage 
will be equal ' theoughout the whole system and it will be equ-
al the generated voltage and therefore no current will be flo-
wing. When one of the machines, for example machine B, has 
its field strength dropped to zero the condition shown in Fig. 
20b will exist provided that the system will have the same 
relative reeistan.ce and reactance. Hence the voltage will be 
decreasing uniformly along the line, fro mthe center of machi-
ne A to the center of machine E, and also it will have the 
same phase relation thro·ughou t. 
To these conditions now the rotating vector comdi-
- ·• 
tion of machine B is added ( Fig. 20c.) For illustration pur-
poses the circles drawn by the tip of the rotating vectors 
are shown for points of the system for s=¢,=t,-;::'¢. 
--
At each one of these points the discussion based on Fig. 19 
can be applied. Hence it is seen that the voltage oscillates 
to zero only in one point on the system, in this case the 
center of the line, having considered equal excitations. 
When the excitations are different the zero minimum voltage 
point on the line occurs at a distance S from yhe machine A 
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__ Considering now some positions of the vector ER on its circle 
and plotting the resultant voltages along the line figures (21) 
and (22) are obtained. Fig. (21) is drawn for the case of equ-
al excitations whereas the Fig. (22) indicates the operation 
under unequal excitation and for the special case where EB is 





Fie;.. 2 2 
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~~hese figures are merely the values of the resultant voltage 
at each point along the line for each chosen position of the 
rotating vector. For the drawing: of the figures these points 
are taken 60° apart. 
From the previous discussion the following facts 
concerning the current and voltage surges may be emphasized: 
1. When two machines,operating out of step, are connec-
ted with a single line, there is only one point on the sys tem 
where the voltag~etween the conductors is zero, the position 
of this point depending upon the respective magnitudes of the 
excitations of each machine. 
2. The current does not drop to zero except in the case 
of equal excitations. 
3 9 The system can be considered symmetrical even when 
the excitations of the two machines are not equal. Under the-
se conditions the jermin~s of the two machines are conside-
red on the proper distances fro ~ their centers along the li-
ne. Hence in the special case of a large generator connected 
to a small · motor 9 the center of the system might fall between 
the winding~f the motor thus bringing the possibility of the 
~ltage b~ng kept always above zero during the out of step 
conditions. In this case a similar figure to Fig. (2o) may 
be drawn to discuss the ~tages applied to the relays at va-
rious points along the line. 
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Re~ay Protection : 
Running out-of-step for synchronous machines is ve-
ry harmful due to the results that such an operation might 
lead to. Such results of an out-of-step operation are : over-
heating of the damper or starter windings, mechanical reson-
nanoe of the rotor and shaft forming a torsion pendulum with 
the out-of-step surges. Thus, due to t h e rapidity with which 
dangerous resonnant forces may be built up, it becomes neces-
sary to protect the machines with out-of- step relays which 
will disconnect the machine after it has slipped a predeter-
mined number of ~les; actually in practice the machines are 
tripped after a slip of 3 to 4 pairs of poles. 
To achieve such a protective feature an out-of-step 
) 
relay is used in cannection with a"notchi?ng relay". In this case 
the out-of-step relay actuates the notching relay which in 
turn trips the breaker after a predetermined set of notches 
have been registered. The out- of- step relays so far used are 
a combination of a power relay and an overcurrent relay. The 
power relay works both in the positive and negative direction 
and has its contacts in series with the contacts of the over-
current relay. Furthermore its maximum torque line is adjus-
ted ·so that 1 ts internal angle is equal to the power factor 
angle of the line. Now such a relay will follow the power os-
cillations and will make contact alternately in the positive 
or negative direction and then step up the notching relay dn 
_Jeach impulse. 
The overcurrent relPy is set low. its purpose be-
ing to insure that the power relay ·will not operate during 
hunting. If the machine B is not loaded heavily then t h e 
IJ • . f•rt,~r 
____ _. ______________________________ ~~------+ 
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overcurrent relay - contacts stay open and although t h e power 
relay contacts may oscillate, they will not excite t h e not-
ching relay. Howeve~with the machine ~ B loaded beyond the 
setting of the overcurrent relay, the contacts of the latter 
will be closed and any hunting effect will cause power sur-
ges ·which will never cross the zero line and beco me negativ~ 
The notching relay is either of a mechanical type 
or a series of electrical auxiliary relaYs closing their con-
tacts in succesaion as successive pulses appear fro m the po-
- 54-
._J power relay. Hence;· since each pulse energizes the notching 
relay, if the fault is cleared or if the machines pull into 
step, it will be necessary to reset the notching relay te its 
zero position. This is done automatically by means of the ti-
ming device which is energized by the first impulse and it 
will reset the relay if the notching sequence is not comple-
ted within a predetermined period of time. 
Line sectionalizing relays 
It is often necessary to arrange the relays on the 
transmission lines so as to prevent undesirable performance 
during out of step operations or to arrange the relays eo t ---
that the line can be sectionalized at any desired point when 
out of step conditions exist. 
Thus from the previous discuusion, the space dia-
grams and the impedance charts give us a possibility to de-
termine the connection and the elestrical quantities to which 
the relays must be set so as to give the required operation. 
The space diagrams give the exact voltage and its 
phase relation as seen by the relay. Thus taking into consi-
deration the phase connection of the voltage terminals of the 
relayAt is possible to determine the performance of the di-
rectional elements of the relays at every point along the 
line. 
SUMMARY 
A N D 
C 0 N 0 L U S I 0 N S 
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The present day situation on power system develop-
mente imposes the necesslhty of the ·- best use of manpower and 
material. This is one of the most importent reason ~~rthe 
continuous study on all evaluations a.nd refinements in the 
design of apparatus and equipment. The previous work states 
only a mere a~ect of this big problem, discussing a method 
by which a system may be made in mrder to find its relay re-
quirements during the frequent cqse of power-system oscilla-
tions and out-of-step operating con~itions. Because of the 
immensity of diversion between each type of system and also 
the complications brought up by interconnecting present sys-
tems by means of tie lines, actually part of either svstem, 
it is clear that the protection needed in such a case re·qui-
res an adequate and ·' .. thorough investigation of the most pos-
sible and at the same time dangerous-to-the-system conditi-
ons. Such conditions are for instance different kinds of fa-
ults resulting in dropp ing one whole station out of the sye-
tem while operati'oza on full load, sudd en loads bringing the 
system to oscillation or even out-of- step conditions, and ma-
ny others. Therefore for such a protection stu dy the main .go& 
is to provide the system with t~ necessary protection so that 
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under any undesira.ble condition the apparatU$ and equipment 
will not be damaged and also doing this the sy'stem still o-
J78rt;\.ting with the least amount of lost sections. Of course 
a system with such a thorough study can be protected ideally 
against any undesirable operation. HoweverJthe problem still 
remains in connection with,.whether from an economic point of 
view, such a vast protective scheme is justifiable or not. 
The previous work shows a comparatively si~le means 
of_ predicting the operation of distance relay~nder power 
system oscillations $ld out- of_. step operations, with the sys-
tem loaded or without load, under the influence of a fault 
or without any faults. Once the simplified diagram of the sys-
tem to be considered, and the impedance ch~ts are set up, 
as explained in-. the text, it is up to the engineer and de sig-
ner to use the best and also the most ecocomically justifia-
ble protective scheme. 
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